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A public local especially if it is divided into several environments, has always specific needs of cleaning.
Customized systems for hotels, restaurants, shops and entertainment facilities.



A FILOSOPHY 100% MADE IN ITALY

OUR MISSION
All starts in 1974 when the founder of the company Fausto 
Bianchi, together with his wife Mariagrazia, fall in love of a 
system still unknown to the Italians, but intended to become 
a solid reality.

General D’Aspirazione, the first company born in Italy in the 
business of centralized vacuum cleaner systems, for over 20 
years has transformed itself from an importer to a manufac-
turer of the system, exporting its products in many countries 
of the world. Today, the second generation of three children is 
to the direction of the company.

General D’Aspirazione works every days at your services with 
one important mission: improve the air we breathe and have 
more time for ourselves through a centralized vacuum clea-
ner systems of high quality.

The speed operation, easy of use and quality certified that di-
stinguishes the GDA system ensures, in any environment, the 
highest levels of comfort, safety, daily welfare, allowing, from 
one side a considerable saving of the time and effort compa-
red to the traditional and more expensive cleaning systems, 
and to the other side an accuracy and a suction power tripled.

All brand products General D’Aspirazione are conceived, desi-
gned and manufactured entirely in Italy: each solution is desi-
gned and accurate in every detail, with a view always focused 
on the future of technological innovation, in order to under-
stand the evolution and the continued progress.
Rely on General D’Aspirazione means choosing products 
100% guaranteed and certified, the result of the harmonious 
combination between the careful and balanced selection 
of advanced materials and the continuous and unceasing 
technological experimentation.

Each product isn’t only synonymous of elegance and refined 
design, but also an emblem of functionality and comfort of li-
ving, guarantee of eco-sustainability and energy saving, proof 
of attention for the preservation and protection of the envi-
ronment in which we living.



The wellness around you!
Not only residential plant, but also solution for public and work spaces.



WHY REALIZE 
THE GDA VACUUM CLEANER SYSTEM
• The air drawn in different environments is filtered and di-
scharged to the outside of the structure ensures the total eli-
mination of odors, dust mites and micro dust.

• Mainly in public buildings, there are great chances that 
those who enter harbors bacteria or contaminants from the 
outside, then to improve the welfare of the guests and of the 
staff, it is well discharged this bacterias in by the structure 
and furnishing.

• Reduces the time required for cleaning of 30%.

• Thanks to the principle of the expulsion of the air to the 
outside, the interior furnishing remains clean longer requiring 
less frequent cleaning.

• The plant of central vacuum system also allows to perform 
the cleaning safely, because the staff never in contact with 
electrical parts or dangerous components.

• It is indicated for all types of surfaces: smooth flooring, par-
quet, moquette, curtains, etc.

• It sucks also liquids.

• The reduced size of the hose that uses the operator allows to 
reach areas not accessible with traditional systems.

• Reduction of power consumption up to 50%: this is derived 
from the operating speed and reducing use timing of the sy-
stem because the environments remain clean longer.

• Very little maintenance: periodic replacement (2/4 months) 
of bag placed inside the dust container. The filter is cleaned by 
self-cleaning system. The suction turbine requires no main-
tenance.

GENERAL D’ASPIRAZIONE IN THE WORLD
From 1974 to today the brand of General D’Aspirazione is un-
disputed emblem of experience, excellence and avant-garde 
technology: innovative centralized vacuum cleaner systems, 
able to make every space the perfect combination of effi-
ciency, comfort and health.

Over the years, General D’Aspirazione has undertaken an am-
bitious and gradual process of growth and development that 
has let the company to become, in the meantine, the leader 
in the sector.
Thanks to an extensive distribution network, the products 
General D’Aspirazione are sold in different countries of the 
world, with a significant business presence in South America, 
Europe, Middle East and South East Asia.
In Italy and in the world the spirit is still the same, with a group 
in which property, employees, agents, dealers, installers and 
service center agree to the realize an unique and important 
mission: to satisfy the customer by guaranteeing, always and 
everywhere, the ideal environment to live in cleaner and safer 
of all possible worlds.



The Dea inlet, created by General D’Aspirazione, hosts the commercial plaques of the most prestigious 
brands, adapting perfectly to the style of furniture that surrounds it. Dea is warranted for 10 years.



MADE ONE FOR EACH OTHER
Needs and different realities, diversified and customized so-
lutions and systems. What unites them is a common choice: 
the certainty of a clean and healthy environment in which to 
breathe; professional reliability that only 40 years in customer 
service can ensure the efficiency and safety of a plant signed 
General D’Aspirazione.

Hotels

Convention Centres

Hospitals/Clinics

Bar/Restaurants

Wellness Centres

Stores
Yachts



GENERAL D’ASPIRAZIONE
Via del Lavoro, 9/11 47030 San Mauro Pascoli (FC) Italy

Tel. +39 0541 931012 - Fax +39 0541 933763
www.generaldaspirazione.com
info@generaldaspirazione.com
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